Pockets and Portfolios
--- STYLE A, SINGLE PANEL, REVEAL MOUNT POCKET ---

Pocket is mounted to the back of invitation. The default sizing is $\frac{1}{8}$" reveal mount or $\frac{1}{8}$" reverse reveal mount die cut pockets. Pockets may have custom reveal sizes or custom pocket heights (insert card sizing may then become limited).

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This die cut pocket is available in sizes that pair with A7, A8, A9, A10 envelopes and our squares (Marquis, Supreme). Custom cut pockets can fit almost any size envelopes

**ORIENTATION:** Portrait with fixed pockets (die cut); Portrait or Landscape with adjustable pockets (custom cut—may limit insert card sizing)

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography, flat or full color digital with design considerations for each print method

--- STYLE B, POUCH POCKET ---

Pouch can hold an invitation and/or enclosures inside.

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This die cut pocket is available in 3 sizes that pair with A2, 7” Square (Marquis) and Royalty envelopes

**ORIENTATION:** Portrait or Square

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography*, flat* or full color digital with design considerations for each print method

* Marquis and A2 only

--- STYLE C, POINTED FLAP PORTFOLIO WITH POCKET ---

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This die cut pocket is available in 2 sizes that pair with 7” Square (Marquis) and Royalty envelopes

**ORIENTATION:** Portrait or Landscape (Royalty), Landscape (Marquis)

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method
**STYLE D, SQUARE FLAP PORTFOLIO WITH POCKET**

- **PAPERS**: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)
- **AVAILABLE SIZES**: This die cut pocket is 5.5” x 8.5” to fit in an A9 envelope
- **ORIENTATION**: Portrait or Landscape
- **PRINTING**: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method

**STYLE E, THREE PANEL PORTFOLIO**

- **PAPERS**: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)
- **AVAILABLE SIZES**: This pocket is available in sizes that pair with A7 Outer, A8, A9, A10, Royalty, 7” Square (Marquis), 7.25” Square (Outer Marquis), 8” Square (Supreme) and Arturo 700E envelopes
- **ORIENTATION**: Pocket placement and orientation as shown only, invitation can be mounted portrait or landscape
- **PRINTING**: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method

**STYLE F, POUCH POCKET**

- **PAPERS**: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)
- **AVAILABLE SIZES**: This die cut pocket is 6” x 9” to fit in a Royalty envelope
- **ORIENTATION**: Pouch opening and orientation as shown only
- **PRINTING**: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method

Pouch can hold an invitation and/or enclosures inside.
**STYLE G, TWO PANEL PORTFOLIO WITH POCKET**

PAPERS: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

AVAILABLE SIZES: This pocket is available in sizes that pair with A7 Outer, A8, A9, A10, Royalty, 7” Square (Marquis), 8” Square (Supreme) and 700E envelopes

ORIENTATION: Landscape (pouch opening and orientation as shown only)

PRINTING: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography, flat or full color digital with design considerations for each print method

---

**STYLE H, INVITATION SLEEVE**

Pouch can hold an invitation and/or enclosures inside.

PAPERS: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

AVAILABLE SIZE: This die cut pocket is 5.375” x 8.375” to fit in an A9 envelope

ORIENTATION: Pouch opening and orientation as shown only

PRINTING: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography, flat or full color digital with design considerations for each method

---

**STYLE I, INVITATION SLEEVE**

Pouch can hold an invitation and/or enclosures inside.

PAPERS: 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

AVAILABLE SIZE: This die cut pocket is 5.25” x 7.25” to fit in a A7 Outer envelope

ORIENTATION: Pouch opening and orientation as shown only

PRINTING: Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography, flat or full color digital with design considerations for each method
**STYLE J, ROUNDED CORNER PORTFOLIO WITH POCKET**

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This pocket is available in sizes that pair with A8 and 7” Square (Marquis) envelopes

**ORIENTATION:** Landscape

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method

---

**STYLE K, BANDED PORTFOLIO**

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This pocket is available in sizes that pair with A8 and 7” Square (Marquis) envelopes

**BELLY BAND:** This pocket has a slit to hold the belly band in place. The band can be printed in letterpress, foil or digital

**ORIENTATION:** Pocket placement and orientation as shown only, invitation can be mounted portrait

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method

---

**STYLE L, FOLDOVER WITH INSIDE POCKET**

**PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)

**AVAILABLE SIZES:** This pocket is available in sizes that pair with A8 and 7” Square (Marquis) envelopes

**ORIENTATION:** Portrait

**PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp or full color digital with design considerations for each method
**STYLE M, FOLDED SCALLOP PORTFOLIO WITH RIBBON AND POCKET**

- **PAPERS:** 100# Cover (White, Pearl, Cream), Matte Color Cover (PC1) or Metallic Cover (PC1)
- **AVAILABLE SIZES:** This die cut pocket is 5.25” x 7.75” to fit in an A8 envelope
- **ORIENTATION:** Landscape
- **PRINTING:** Pocket can be printed in letterpress, foil stamp, thermography, flat or full color digital with design considerations for each print method

---
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